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Abiocom develops its Bio4you brand with 2 certified organic face masks!
The company Abiocom, specialized in the development and distribution of ecological, natural
and organic products, launches under its Bio4you brand two face masks certified Organic
according to the Cosmos standard.
Founded in 2013, Bio4you is a French brand of certified organic cosmetics.
Exposed to the daily aggressions of the external environment, the face skin deserves natural
and appropriate care.
To take care of it, Bio4you innovates by offering two triple action masks: a charcoal mask and
an argan-shea mask.
The charcoal mask, with absorbent properties, will help reduce blackheads, pimples and other
impurities thanks to its salicylic acid content. It will offer a natural solution to effectively
cleanse, exfoliate and purify combination and oily skin.
The argan-shea mask will be ideal for dry skin thanks to its richness in vitamins and fatty acids.
It will cleanse, exfoliate but especially moisturize, smooth and nourish the skin to give it a real
boost.
Elaborated with 99% of ingredients from natural origin, these multifunctional masks adapted
to different types of skin reinforce the positioning of the mark Bio4you with quality and
certified organic product, with elegant and refined packaging.
These products are distributed exclusively in dietary and organic stores.

About Abiocom
Founded 12 years ago, Abiocom is a company specialized in the development and distribution
of natural, ecological and organic products from a network of 1,600 organic stores.
Based near Toulouse (France), Abiocom is experiencing strong growth in the order of 20% of
its turnover, which exceeded 6 million euros in 2018.
The product portfolio is exclusively distributed in specialized stores through six own
brands: Aquasilice, Bio4you, Biorelax, Buvard d'Encens, Nutrivie, Tisanes & Traditions.
Abiocom, your partner by nature!
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